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Editorial

In some respects Web Services must 
rank as a first in the IT industry - as 
a new technology trend that doesn’t 
automatically require a complete rewrite 
of existing assets. This aspect of Web 
Services was certainly much in evidence 
over the past couple of years, as vendors 
rushed to deliver tools that enabled Web 
Services from existing applications. But 
all that glitters is not gold, and simply 
wrapping existing code isn’t necessarily 
going to be a long term solution. So this 
month, in our lead report we look in depth 
at this recurring question in a new light. 

Thinking about Service Oriented 
Architecture, and the reuse of existing 
assets becomes even more important. 
But to no one’s surprise, whilst there are 
many new issues, many of the concerns 
are very familiar. The thorny question 
of “can existing applications adequately 
support interface based architectures?” 
has no easy answer and each case is 
generally unique. 

Also this month we look at the closely 
related question of the relationship 
between components and services. In 
some ways it’s almost as if the world has 
moved on, and left component thinking 
behind. We don’t need them any more 
because we have services. We were 
prompted to comment on this area when 

we read a short article that suggested that 
components were terribly difficult and a 
failed technology. Of course application 
development is not easy, but separation of 
concerns is a simplification action, hence 
componentization used sensibly is always 
going to be a desirable approach. 

In our report on Components and SOA this 
month, we focus on the need to develop 
architecture and design views that define 
the requirements for loose coupling at 
both service AND component levels. We 
suggest that defining major component 
and service inter dependency is a key 
task to developing an effective  SOA, and 
propose some new approaches to defining 
requirements based on a view of loose 
coupling that goes way beyond purely 
technical interop. concerns. The same 
techniques will of course be equally useful 
in assessing the reengineering of existing 
assets as services.

Finally in our third report this month 
we return to the subject of security. As 
enterprises start to get serious about 
message based security we look in 
depth at the rollout issues, plus our initial 
findings on the three market leading 
application servers. 

David Sprott CBDI, November 2003

One of the most common questions we get asked is “what can 
we do with our existing systems?” This isn’t anything new, it’s a 
direct reflection of the huge investment that all enterprises have 
in application and infrastructure assets. A few years ago we did 
considerable work in the area of legacy reengineering, “new 
components for old” perhaps.

We focus on the need to 
develop architecture and 
design views that define 

the requirements for loose 
coupling at both service 
AND component levels

www.cbdiforum.com
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SOA – Save Our Assets
Strategies for Reusing Existing and Legacy Applications as 
Services

Service Oriented Architecture might be the normal interpretation 
of SOA, but for many organizations Save Our Assets seems more 
appropriate. When any IT paradigm shift occurs, the first reaction will 
normally be “can I reuse my existing assets?”, and in this report we 
examine the opportunities and approaches, and assess the suitability 
of existing systems to participate in new Web Service scenarios

By Lawrence Wilkes
Knowing that investment is hard to come by in the present climate, vendors 
have fueled a belief that existing assets can be quickly and easily used in 
new Web Service scenarios. Seemingly every one of their software products 
is getting a Web Services make-over, as well as providing a range of tools, 
wrappers and adaptors that enable end-user organizations to Web Service 
enable their own applications.

Indeed, many of the early Web Service case studies we looked at took an 
existing application that had already been built (or upgraded) in support of a 
website requirement, and exposed new Web Services from it. For example, 
they often simply took the structure of existing HTML forms and converted 
them into SOAP interfaces, or used existing component interfaces where 
they existed. 

However, as the scope of Web Services has expanded beyond the original narrow 
vision of external object access, then the range of assets that organizations 
expect to reuse and the scenarios in which they want to apply them has grown 
significantly. Is it reasonable to expect that complex enterprise systems, often 
monolithic in nature and some of which have been around for decades, can be 
exposed as Web Services with little more than the point and click tooling that 
those first Web Services used? Or is it going to require significant re-engineering 
of those systems before they can truly take part in the dynamic, federated, on-
demand future? The answer can be yes to both questions, though more likely 
the solution is going to be somewhere in between. 

To assess existing systems for Web Services we need to consider a number of 
issues, all of which have to be related to a specific set of new requirements,

• What are the technology options for rendering the existing interface 
as a Web Service?

• How suitable is the existing interface(s)?

• How suitable are the system implementations behind those 
interfaces?

Best Practice Report
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The considerations, which we examine in detail later form 
part of a ten step plan outlined in Box 1.

Web Service Goals
The requirement to use Web Services may have a 
number of goals illustrated in Table 1.

This list reflects not only a probable 
ascending order of difficulty/effort 
required, but also likely stages in the 
maturity of the Web Service concept 
and usage. Few organizations are 
going to jump straight from service 
enabling internal legacy systems 
to a dynamic, on demand Web 
Service scenario. Not to mention 
that the infrastructure and protocols 
required to support the last three 
goals are not yet mature.

Exposing Web Services from 
existing systems is a continuation 
of the Legacy Rejuvenation activity 
that has been running for several 
years. The model we built in the 
1998 report “Creating Components 
from Legacy Applications”1 is 
still relevant. Back then some 
organizations restructured their 
existing systems into components, 

others simply bolted on relevant component interfaces 
(being the hot technology of the day) to aid integration, 
which we already labeled “service reuse”. Though 
there is greater focus today on service reuse, many 
organizations are still engaged in restructuring and 
componentization activity. For the medium to long term 

1. Map existing systems 
to new Web Service 
requirements and perform 
gap analysis

2. Understand what your 
Web Service goals are 
– What is your roadmap 
to dynamic, on demand 
Services?

3. Assess the viability of 
existing systems to 
support those goals

4. Assess the technology 
options to deliver them

5. Assign Service Provider/
Consumer ownership

6. Develop technical 
integration with Service 
Architecture

7. Define upgrade and 
synchronization policies

8. Plan a transition strategy 
for the existing system for 
each step in the roadmap

9. Embrace Service Oriented 
Architecture – Aim to 
deliver durable, service 
consumer oriented, 
business services

10. Plan longer term transition 
of existing systems to full 
Service Orientation

Box 1: Ten Step Plan for Web Service Enabling Existing Systems

Goal Methodology Rationale or Justification

1. Basic Web Service 
support

Render a SOAP/WSDL version of existing interface. 
Enable “loose coupling” at least in a platform 
dependency sense.

Enable integration
Achieve platform neutrality

2. Service Oriented 
Architecture.

Change the abstraction, granularity, etc, of the Web 
Service in comparison to the existing interface. 

Establish a more agile environment

3 “Enterprise” Web Service 
protocol support

Addressing security, reliable messaging, transactions, 
etc. 

Common technical layer for shared services
Reliable, secure transactions

4. Federated Support multiple intermediaries and participants. Creating a virtual business

5. Dynamic, On Demand Provide autonomic and on demand capability. Reduce cost and increase business flexibility 

Table 1: Requirements and Rationale

11 Creating Components from Legacy Applications, CBDI Journal Dec 1998,CBDI Journal Dec 1998,CBDI Journal  http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/dec98/3.php3

Save Our Assets continued . . .
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we would encourage this, as meeting goals 3, 4 and 
5 above will be increasingly difficult to achieve using 
monolithic spaghetti systems.

Some of the more modern systems built recently using 
component technologies should of course be well placed 
to support Web Service scenarios. Providing they have 
well structured component architecture and well formed 
interfaces it is possible they can rapidly support the above 
goals. However, there is still some dependency on the 
relevant platform vendor to provide the necessary Web 
Service support in the existing component container.

Technology Options
Taking that last issue first, let’s start by consider 
the technology options available for exposing Web 
Services from existing systems. There are a number of 
considerations to be made shown in Table 2.

At first sight, having native support for Web Services added 
to the existing platform and application container might 
seem the most desirable option. For example, it might:

• Aid integrity – when the application is changed, 
so are the Web Services. However, it should 
be noted that some of the WAS proxy options 
provided by vendors are fairly well integrated 
with the existing application container that is 
being wrapped.

• Performance – the platform vendor is likely to 
be best placed to optimize performance.

However, this may not be the best option for delivering a 
Service Oriented Architecture as:

• The new Web Service interface is just a straight 
reflection of the existing one which may not be 
ideal for new requirements. New code may still 
need to be written to deliver a business service 
of the right granularity and abstraction to meet 
the Service Consumers requirements.

• It creates further dependency on the existing 
platform.

Requirement Considerations

Platform/Application Container 
capability

Are Web Services provided natively, directly by the platform at the operating system and/or 
application container (such as the OLTP or database system) level?
Can Web Services be considered a “first order construct” of the platform or application container?

Wrappers, Proxies and Adaptors Are there wrappers, proxies and adaptors available from the platform vendor and/or 3rd parties that 
can be used to convert existing interfaces into Web Services?

Protocol support What Web Service protocols are supported or planned by the platform?
Does it extend beyond basic SOAP/WSDL support?

Service Provider and Consumer 
Support (call in/call out)

Is there provision in the platform capability, and/or in the wrappers, proxies and adaptors for the 
existing system to consume Web Services, not just provide them?

Service Behavior Does the platform capability, and/or in the wrappers, proxies and adaptors for the existing system 
enable the necessary Service behavior required? Such as asynchronous, Document style, or RPC 
approaches to Web Services.

Tooling What tooling is provided to simplify the creation of Web Service protocols from the existing system? 
E.g. from existing interface definitions.

Need for latest product versions Is the route to Web Service support only enabled by upgrading to the latest versions of the platform?
How can Web Services be delivered using older versions?

Table 2: Technology Considerations for Exposing Web Services from Existing Systems
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Protocol Considerations

One of the biggest issues for using existing systems 
as a basis for Web Services will be how the various 
emerging Web Service protocols will be handled? Whilst 
it might be relatively straightforward to re-render an 
existing interface as SOAP and provide a WSDL file for 
the description, adding support for protocols covering 
security, reliable messaging and transactions will be 
more difficult and may well require some invasive surgery 
on the applications themselves.

The simple alternative might appear to be to enable 
these protocols via a wrapper. However, organizations 
need to be careful that as a result the solution does not 
give them a false sense of security and integrity. I.e. the 
resultant security, reliable messaging, and transactions 
only extends between the wrappers and proxies of 
the two participants, and not into the actual back end 
applications themselves.

This might be a benefit of using the native capability 
provided by the application container discussed 
previously if it ensures for example that Web Service 
protocols such as those for transactions are directly 
implemented by the underlying OLTP capability. 

However, as shown in Table 3, handling the response to 
events generated by these protocols may require both 
support in the application container, and modification to 
the application itself.

A key advantage of having Web Service protocols directly 
supported by the application container is that it should 
mask those protocols from the application developer 
and present them to him/her in the familiar language and 
constructs of the container itself.

A common issue is what if any of the various Web 
Services protocols must be used to qualify something 
as a Service, or as a Web Service. In our “Understanding 
SOA”2 report we defined a Service as “a type of 
capability described using WSDL”. Some vendors are capability described using WSDL”. Some vendors are capability described using WSDL”
now promoting an integration approach predicated on 
WSDL and not requiring SOAP or HTTP as the transport. 
This might be considered Service Oriented Integration. 
This will make the activity of integration easier as 
everything is now described in a common, standard 
format which enables transformations to be generated 
almost automatically or via some declarative approach 
in an EAI tool for example.

22 Understanding SOA, CBDI Journal, Sept 2003, CBDI Journal, Sept 2003, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-09/soa.php3

Protocol Area Consideration

SOAP/WSDL Should be straightforward. Key task is mapping input/output areas into XML and creating/reading the 
SOAP envelope and WSDL files. Probably automated by application container and/or tools.
Maintaining integrity of SOAP/WSDL if underlying application is maintained. Keeping wrappers and proxies 
in-synch.

WS-Security Integration with application containers built-in security mechanisms and/or that built into application itself. 
Handling certificates, etc.

Reliable Messaging Integration with existing messaging/transport mechanism.
Responding to RM events within the business rules coded in the application.

Transaction co-
ordination

Integration with existing OLTP mechanism of application container.
Responding to TC events within the business rules coded in the application.

Orchestration Integration with process already encapsulated in application. 
Responding to Orchestration events within the business rules coded in the application.

Table 3: Web Service Protocol Considerations

Save Our Assets continued . . .
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Moreover, it enables organizations to continue using 
their existing robust middleware infrastructure in which 
they have no doubt made a considerable investment. 
However, the platform neutrality and loose coupling 
benefits promised by Web Services are in this case only 
enabled by the use of some intermediary product – that 
in itself remains proprietary.

Deployment Patterns

As illustrated in Figure 1, organizations will often have 
a diversity of approaches available to them when 
considering Web Service access to existing systems. 
Lack of any approach is unlikely to be a problem largely 
thanks to the plethora of EAI adaptors that already exist 
for the wide range of existing systems. They may not 
offer the ideal route, but there will at least be a route. 
Options include:

• Direct Web Service Support. The existing 
application container has been upgraded 
to offer native Web Service support, which 
normally translates Web Service protocols into 
the native interface language of the container.

• Proxy in another Application Container 
– typically the Web Application Server. This is 
a common approach in the Java world. Takes 

advantage of the fact there is already likely to 
be a Java interface to the existing application 
container, and Java Connector Architecture 
(JCA). The Web Service is handled in the 
WAS with a proxy connecting to the existing 
application.

• EAI Adaptor provides protocol and semantic 
conversion between Web Service and existing 
interfaces. Many EAI products now provide 
a Web Service adaptor, or might be used in 
combination with the proxy approach, i.e. the 
WAS handles the Web Service and then uses 
the EAI adaptor to connect to the existing 
application.

• Existing messaging infrastructure can be used 
to transport the SOAP message to the existing 
application container. If the existing application 
container doesn’t have native Web Service 
support however, then messaging must be 
combined with some EAI solution for protocol 
conversion.

Additionally there might be two alternative routes within 
the existing application container itself. Does the native 
Web Service support talk directly to the application itself, 
or must some further proxy be built as an interface to it?

Figure 1: Web Service Entry Points
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So how does an organization choose which approach to 
use? The decision is going to be based on a number of 
factors.

• Actual availability of above approaches. Not 
every alternative is going to be available for 
some existing systems.

• Current integration strategy and existing 
investment. Organizations with large 
investments (resources, skills, etc) in a 
particular integration infrastructure, for 
example messaging, will probably feel most 
comfortable using that approach, and given 
skills requirements, investment in alternatives 
etc., will likely be the most expedient.

• Service behavior. Does it support the behavior 
required for the Web Service?

• Web Service protocol support. How are the 
required protocols going to be implemented?

• Intrusiveness. Does it require any invasive 
surgery on the existing application code, or can 
it be implemented without impacting it?

• Long term strategy. Is the approach used 
compatible with longer term goals of SOA? Is it 
maintainable?

The Enterprise Service Bus, or Service Oriented Integration. 
EAI’s New Clothes?

Not wishing to appear unfashionable as a result of the 
shift in focus to Web Services and SOA, some EAI 
and messaging products are now being re-labeled by 
vendors as Enterprise Service Buses (ESB). We believe 
some of the vendors are stretching credibility by claiming 
they are now service-based, enable SOA, and that 
everything they integrate is suddenly a service, whereas 
their ESB is fundamentally the same old product and the 
same old interfaces being sewn together.

However, many of these products are performing 
necessary tasks providing customers with their main 
access routes into existing systems and as we observed 

in our earlier report on Web Services and EAI3, provide 
functionality such as process orchestration that will likely 
be still relied on by their users. As such they can become 
the Web Service wrapper around those systems with 
minimal impact – all that is needed is the appropriate 
adaptor.

Nevertheless, the ESB is a useful concept, similar to our 
own Business Services Server (BSS). For more details 
refer to our workshops4 and reports on the Business 
Services Server5. The ESB or BSS doesn’t need to be a 
single product though there is merit in that, more likely it 
is a logical combination of EAI, Messaging, Component 
Technology, and Service Management products that 
are carefully chosen to work together and form the 
intersection between Service Consumers and the various 
Service Implementations as shown in Figure 2.

Interface Suitability
Probably of greater importance than the choice of 
technology approaches is the suitability of the existing 
interfaces themselves for the Web Service requirement. 
That the above approaches can convert an existing 
interface into a Web Service is beyond doubt – and 
most likely quickly and cheaply too. But will that be the 
right Web Service in terms of the Service Consumer’s 
requirements (Table 4). 

Many of these issues will drive organizations to take a 
proxy approach to Web Services rather than use native 
support even where supplied. This would allow them 
to not only provide the new Web Service interface, but 
resolve issues of abstraction, etc., at the same time. 
Though they could be resolved by building a new proxy 
module inside the existing application container, this has 
to be carefully weighed against the long term impact 
of continuing to build new functionality in what might 
be considered a legacy environment. This is not to say 
that this should not be done for reasons of expediency, 
or that some existing application containers will clearly 
continue to be used for a long time.

The notion of loose coupling was examined in our 
report on “Component and Service Reuse in the J2EE 

33 Web Services and EAI, CBDI Journal, March 2002, CBDI Journal, March 2002, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2002-03/wseai.php3
4 Service Based Approach Workshop, Part 1 – Service Concepts. http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/events/workshops/service.php3
5 The Business Services Server, http://www.cbdiforum.com/bus_services.php3

Save Our Assets continued . . .
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Figure 2: Enterprise Service Bus or Business Services Server

Consideration

Abstraction Web Services that are a direct reflection of an existing interface may not be sufficiently abstracted away 
from the implementation to provide any real notion of “loose coupling”. The service consumer may still 
require high level of understanding of the implementation in order to correctly use the service.
The existing interface may not have been designed with new requirements surfaced by the Web Service in 
mind, especially if provided externally.

Generalization The level of generalization is unlikely to be high and the Web Service will be specific to the existing 
system. In SOA the requirement may be to put a more generalized service in place that can front end 
several similar existing systems.

Granularity The granularity of the existing interface may not match new requirements.

Taxonomy If the service is to be offered to a wider set of consumers, semantic issues may need to be resolved

Interface Behavior/Style How does the behavior of the existing interface relate to the intended behavior of the Web Service? E.g. 
RPC, document style, asynchronous, etc.

Table 4: Existing Interface Suitability Considerations
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Environment”6. This is particularly an issue with existing 
applications as it is not often they will have been designed 
and built with loose coupling in mind (if they exhibit it, then 
it is perhaps by accident rather than design). Moreover, in 
our report we took a broader view of loose coupling than 
the purely technology related issues that are normally 
focused on and we recommend re-reading this in the 
context of reusing existing systems as services.

However, even if Web Services built as a direct reflection 
of the existing interfaces are not seen as ideal in terms 
of the needs of some potential Service Consumers, 
organizations could still follow the two stage approach 
we outlined in our recent “Understanding SOA” report7. 
To recap this shows fine grained “implementation-
based” Web Services that are further aggregated into 
coarser-grained “business services”. We also expect 
that the Web Service Façade pattern8 we detailed earlier 
in 2003 will be appropriate in this context.

System Suitability
In the short to medium term, the suitability of the existing 
system that is being exposed as Web Services is unlikely 
to be questioned. As the source of the data or the 
business rules it encapsulates there is often no choice 
but to use it as the implementation of the Web Service. 
Vendors of all types are articulating this strategy, and 
won’t necessarily provide a balanced view of the reuse 
of the existing application.

Longer term however, the ability of the existing 
application to fully support emerging “enterprise” 
Web Service protocols as discussed earlier as well 
as more dynamic on demand scenarios, is likely to be 
questioned particularly if it is a truly monolithic legacy 
system (Table 5).

Whilst the architecture of the implementation shouldn’t 
affect the immediate delivery of the Web Service (after 
all, the Web Service is meant to hide that), the structure 
of the existing application is likely to be key in the long 
term. Monolithic spaghetti with complex dependencies 

66 Component and Service Reuse in the J2EE Environment, CBDI Journal, July 2003, CBDI Journal, July 2003, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-07/component_service_reuse.php3
7 Fig 4, Understanding SOA, CBDI Journal, Sept 2003, CBDI Journal, Sept 2003, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-09/soa.php3
8 Design Pattern – The Web Services Façade, CBDI Journal, Jan 2003, CBDI Journal, Jan 2003, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-01/facade.php3

Consideration

Architecture Is monolithic or componentized?
Is it structured or spaghetti?

Separation of 
concerns

Is there good separation of concerns such as UI, workflow, business rules, data access, such that Web 
Services can be interfaced into the right entry point in the application?

Internal and External 
Dependencies

Are there “hidden” dependencies on other application components or external systems that in turn create 
dependencies in the Web Services constraining flexibility? E.g. in order to use the Book Hotel Service on 
system A, your account details must be in a specific SQL database in system B.
Are these real dependencies that reflect valid business rules, or artificial ones created by system design? The 
above example appears to be normal system behavior but in reality reflects the lack of use of SOA. What for 
example if the hotel chain wanted to allow registered customers of an airline to book hotels without having to 
replicate the customer’s details into their system? 

Maintainability Given that some (many?) existing systems remain in use today purely because of the risks inherent in 
changing them, what chance is there the code can be updated to support more complex Web Service 
requirements?

Table 5: Existing System Considerations

Save Our Assets continued . . .
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doesn’t scale or move well to support on demand or 
utility computing scenarios.

Well structured or ideally componentized implementations 
are also useful in providing the right entry point into the 
application for the Web Service, or the interface that serves 
it. Often, the Web Service only needs to encapsulate a 
certain set of business rules within the application, or 
enter it at a certain layer. For example bypassing the 
workflow/process of the existing application and entering 
at the business rules, or even directly at the data layer.

Even in the medium term, as illustrated by the previous 
considerations, the ability of existing systems to be 
adapted to expose the right services, handle emerging 
Web Service protocols, etc. will often be severely 
constrained by the current system architecture and 
implementation. Wrapping and the use of proxies and 
adaptors might meet the immediate need but do nothing 
to modernize the actual implementation to support these 
needs. They are of course though 
an excellent element of a transition 
strategy.

Given these constraints are there 
any alternatives? For example

• Rip and Replace. This is 
unlikely to find much favor 
in the current climate, but in 
the long term needs to be 
considered. Web Services 
are not of course the only 
drivers for this.

• Data Replication. A common approach to 
bypassing many of these same issues when web 
enabling existing applications has been to simply 
replicate the data required into a new database. 
This same replicated database is probably now 
being considered by some as the implementation 
behind their Web Service. The suitability of 
this is variable – the main issues being one of 
the timeliness and accuracy of information in 
that database. How important is it to the new 
demands for the “Real Time Enterprise” that this 
data accessed via the Web Service is actually 
updated in real time, or will yesterday’s (or even 
older) replicated data suffice?

• Restructure. Service enablement is likely to drive 
renewed interest in legacy componentization and 
restructuring initiatives that gained popularity 
with forum members some years ago. Principles 
outlined in “Creating Components from Legacy 
Applications” still hold true. For example, existing 
applications often exhibit poor separation 
of concerns and consequently Web Service 
wrappers encapsulate unwanted functionality 
that is not just redundant but actually gets in the 
way of the new requirements, but is nevertheless 
still valid in the context of the existing system 
itself so cannot simply be removed.

Internal or External?

A key issue in Web Service enabling existing systems 
is whether they are to be exposed just internally or 
externally too. This is not just a question of security. 

Most existing systems were never 
designed to be used by external 
entities, whether end customers or 
business partners. More often it is 
not a question of what the system 
does but what it doesn’t do. I.e. 
much of the business process and 
rules involved in using the system are 
encapsulated only in the employee’s 
heads, not the software.

Previous web enablement initiatives 
to provide self-service browser 
access to employees and 3rd parties 

might help. However, it is likely that this is external to the 
existing system and exists in various scripts and HTML 
in the web server, not the original application container. 
In the worse case, the issue was simply avoided and 
the external user had to learn how to use the system as 
would an employee. 

Either way, if the purpose of providing Web Services 
is to enable programmatic access by systems whether 
internal or external, not individuals, then clearly this 
needs to encapsulated too. Most likely, some new 
process components will need to be built that form 
the intersection between existing system and the Web 
Service as discussed in depth in our five-part series on 
Enterprise SOA9.

Few organizations are going 
to jump straight from service 

enabling internal legacy 
systems to a dynamic, 

on demand Web Service 
scenario

99 Enterprise SOA, CBDI Journal, March–July 2003, CBDI Journal, March–July 2003, CBDI Journal http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-03/foundation.php3
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Ownership – Provider/Consumer Responsibilities

Ownership of the task of exposing Web Services from 
existing systems needs to be properly assigned and 
coordinated. It might seem obvious that it is the task 
of the owner of the existing system to deliver the Web 
Services. However, it is quite conceivable that taking 
advantage of EAI and other integration access routes 
into the existing system that are already in place, some 
other project group could expose new Web Services 
off the Web Application Server for example, without the 
knowledge of the owner of the existing system. Their 
approach might be purely tactical 
to meet the needs of their projects 
– for example they may be building 
some new mobile application and 
need Web Services to deliver 
information to a device.

There is nothing wrong per se with 
Service Consumer led tactical 
approaches; the issues are 
predicable ones of:

• Dependencies that are 
unknowingly created

• Stability of the existing 
interfaces that are being reused

• Potential duplication of effort by other Service 
Consumer groups

• Lack of an overall SOA strategy to create a 
robust Service Architecture

We encourage the role of the Service Provisioner as 
an organizational intermediary between the Service 
Consumer and the owner of the system implementation 
as a way of avoiding the long term impact of such 
activities.

Vendor Strategies

Finally we take a look at how some of the common 
application containers that underpin existing systems 
are providing Web Service support.

The focus of Web Service support for new applications 
is of course primarily J2EE and Microsoft. NET that 
feature comprehensive, integrated support for the 
creation and consumption of Web Services and the full 

range of protocols. Existing systems already built in this 
environment are obviously well placed not only to provide 
basic Web Services support but also to transition quickly 
to dynamic, on demand scenarios. Providing they have 
a sound Service and Component Architecture of course 
– which isn’t a given.

But what about the previous generation of technology? 
Technology that we should remember is still being used 
for a wide number of new systems, as well as continued 
extension of the existing ones. There isn’t scope in this 
report to provide an exhaustive detailed list, but some 

of the common environments are 
outlined in Table 5. As you might 
expect, a common approach by 
vendors particularly in the Java 
world, is to focus on use of their 
more recent Web Application Server 
products which provide Web Service 
support, and build new objects there 
as a proxy to the existing systems. 
Note however that is sometimes a 
pre-requisite to any move to the latest 
versions of the existing platform to 
enable Web Service support. Beyond 
the solutions listed from the platform 
vendors themselves, it should be also 

be remembered there are a plethora of 3rd party adaptor 
products.

Where “First Order” support exists for Web Services 
this is indicated, i.e. you don’t need to go via some other 
external server or adaptor product. This means that the 
application container will have its own SOAP listener and 
the capability to map requests to existing interfaces.

Key to vendor selection are the options listed in Table 2. 
Given that some wrapper/adaptors based products have 
a limited feature set, particular attention must be paid 
as to whether the required Service behavior is actually 
supported (Table 6). 

Summary
Ultimately, it is hard to see how many existing systems 
can make the transition in their current form to the 
dynamic, on demand vision of the future. Despite 
the current climate, large scale reengineering and/or 
replacement would seem eventually necessary.

A proxy approach to Web 
Services enables the 

provision of the new Web 
Service interface, and 
also resolves issues of 
abstraction at the same 

time.

Save Our Assets continued . . .
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Having said that, clearly many existing systems have 
survived previous paradigm shifts intact. However, 
this time the impact is going to be more dramatic. 
Fortunately, it isn’t going to happen overnight and there 
is advantage to be gained for many organizations by 
Web Service enabling existing systems as they are. Even 

so, enabling those basic Web Services via a sound SOA 
approach will position organizations much better for the 
future. Otherwise, we predict that many current Web 
Service initiatives will simply become the next generation 
of legacy systems.

First Order Support Example Platform Vendor Supplied 
Wrapper/Adaptor Options

Database

Oracle No Wrap PL/SQL in Oracle9iAS using Java/JCA/OC4J

Adabas/Natural No Wrap existing Natural business logic using Natural Wrapper. 
Converts Natural interface into SOAP/WSDL
Wrap with Software AG ExtireX or Tamino

IBM DB2 No DB2 Web services Object Runtime Framework (WORF) using 
WebSphere WAS.

IBM IMS DL/I No Not directly. Wrap via DB2 and WORF

OLTP

IBM CICS Yes. See box below Wrap with IBM WebSphere WAS using Java/JCA or MQI. The 
JCA Connector for CICS is CICS Transaction Gateway

IBM IMS/DC No Wrap with IBM WebSphere WAS using Java/JCA or MQI. The 
JCA connector for IMS is IMS Connect.

BEA Tuxedo No Wrap Tuxedo ATMI Services via BEA WebLogic Server using 
WebLogic Tuxedo Connector
Wrap Tuxedo CORBA Services via Cape Clear CapeStudio (BEA 
Recommendation)

Component/Object Technology

COM/DCOM Yes. Via SOAP Toolkit Access from Microsoft.NET

CORBA No Various ORBs, ESB

Table 6: Existing Application Container Support for Web Services
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IBM CICS – Survival of the Fittest?

IBM CICS stands out in the list above as a platform that whilst decades old, has continued to evolve to 
support the latest technologies – in this case Web Services. Besides the huge installed base of existing 
systems that run many organizations, there is a significant, continuing investment in CICS by both IBM and 
its customers. 

Unlike its peers, CICS offers first order support for Web Services, enabling existing CICS/COBOL programmers 
to both provide and consume them. Furthermore, that capability is being expanded to offer support for the 
emerging stack of “enterprise” Web Services, together with a pipeline model similar to that in AXIS that offers 
both envelope and message adaptors that operate on the Web Service.

Figure 3: Service Oriented CICS (source: IBM)
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Component Based 
Service Engineering
Delivering on the agility promise of SOA needs a coordinated 
view of services and components that implement genuine 
loose coupling 

Componentry has been an important topic in the software industry 
for many years, and has always been a central focus for the CBDi 
Forum. More recently, along with lots of other people in the industry, 
we have been talking more about Web Services and SOA than 
about components. Does this mean that things have moved on, and 
components are no longer relevant? Not at all.

We suggest that the term Component Based Systems Engineering 
(CBSE) needs to be upgraded to Component Based Service 
Engineering. In this article, we discuss the interdependency of 
services and components and propose considerable extension to 
the current understanding of the term Loose Coupling. We envision 
a considerable refinement of SOA, with services and Components 
acting in a complementary fashion. 

By Richard Veryard Introduction
One of the most important principles of SOA, and possibly the most widely 
misunderstood, is that of loose coupling. Petty bureaucrats and even a 
few undeservedly respected OO gurus regard it as dangerous, close to 
anarchism. Faced with these fears, many IT organizations and managers 
contrive to remain safely in the land of Monolithia.

Objects, Components and Services
When we started talking about software components – such a long time ago 
it now seems – we were frequently faced with the accusation that CBD was 
just the same as modular programming.

In modular programming, the idea was to create modules that had high 
cohesion and low coupling. In those days, the primary issues were control 
coupling and data coupling. Decoupling often proved useful in managing 
software development, and sometimes even promoting a level of module 

Best Practice Report
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reuse. Once built, however, the modules were typically 
assembled into a single software artifact, running on a 
single platform.

Frankly, some implementations of CBD are little better than 
modular programming. Much of the development focus 
these days is on broader end to end “systems”, and most 
of these “systems” are assembled from “components”, 
integrated using EAI technologies. But if the components 
are not properly identified, and their interfaces not properly 
specified, the resulting systems can still manifest some of 
the characteristics of monolithic systems. 

Such poor implementations of CBD typically face 
many problems – such as testing – and the visibility 
of these problems is not helpful in encouraging better 
implementations of CBD. But many of these problems 

are in fact not caused by componentry at all, but by 
the continued existence of monolithia. Meanwhile, if 
the components are bad components, the problems of 
componentry are simply magnified.

There are some historical reasons for this. When software 
componentry first appeared, the emphasis was on 
addressing a set of problems that had plagued the 
software industry for decades – development productivity, 
the “Application Backlog”, the “Software Crisis”. For 
decades, every vendor presentation opened with the 
same slide1. Industry watchers saw a series of “solutions” 
to the software crisis, from database methods to CASE 
tools, from OO to XP. To many people, CBD appeared to 
be nothing more than yet another silver bullet to solve the 
software crisis.

Component Based Service  continued . . .

Figure 1: Components and SOA

11 I’m exaggerating – but not very much
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With this emphasis, CBD practices focused on using 
components to build applications more quickly, and 
reusing components to drive down development costs. 
Some CBD tools and methods focused on building 
general-purpose components, and then assembling 
into general-purpose or specialized applications. But 
since the emphasis was on development productivity, in 
terms of time to the initial solution, there was not enough 
attention to designing for subsequent adaptability. Many 
component-based applications were built like model 
airplanes, assembled from parts and then permanently 
glued together.

Today, development productivity is no longer the number 
one concern of IT management. This either means that 
the original software crisis has been fixed or that it has 
simply been overtaken by a new, more serious crisis 
– the crisis of adaptability, which changes the priority 
away from new development to integration and reuse. 
The model airplane approach to CBD simply does not 
deal with this new crisis.

What’s wrong with monoliths?
A widely adopted strategy to SOA is to reuse existing 
applications by simply wrapping them and exposing 
service interfaces. Now this is an excellent way to get 
off the ground quickly, but it may have some serious 
drawbacks somewhere down the track. 

The essence of an SOA is that the service must be 
implementation independent – that is, the consumer of 
the service should not have to understand the specifics 
of the implementation model. The problem with simply 
wrapping what already exists is that the original 
application is almost certainly not going to make this 
transparency easy at either a functional or non functional 
level. For example, monolithic implementations do not 
support the dynamic, on demand vision of Web Services 
because:

• They generally don’t scale well, and you cannot 
scale the specific part causing a bottleneck for 
example

• So you cannot dynamically relocate them very 
easily

• You cannot change or re-direct one service 
out of many when the implementation of 

them all is in the same monolith – because 
internal dependencies create external service 
dependencies

Loose Coupling
In recent years, the classic response to the monolithic 
application issue has been to implement some level of 
loose coupling. As we all know this has been the focus of 
the EAI activity, which some will tell you consumes up to 
60% of the typical IT budget. Whether that budget figure 
is correct or not, it’s important to reflect on the nature of 
that (so-called) loose coupling activity.  

Loose Coupling – Technology Level

In the EAI context loose coupling as widely practiced 
was generally suboptimal because it was implementing 
a loose coupling of the interop technology, but a tight technology, but a tight technology
coupling of the applications. 

More recently many enterprises have started to replace 
more conventional EAI approaches with Web Services. 
The prime benefit here is that Web Services implement 
loose coupling between the application AND the interop 
layers, to the extent that the interdependency is specified 
in standards based protocols. So that’s OK then? Well 
actually not – we need to look further beyond the 
technology level.

Loose Coupling – Application Level

At the application level, loose coupling implies 
asynchronous communications via documents or 
messages. It also entails avoidance of propriety 
standards and protocols.

Loose Coupling – Business Level

At the business level, loose coupling means that 
free market relationships preferred to hierarchical or 
bureaucratic relationships.

Within an organization, it is possible to create loose 
coupling by an internal or pseudo-market. Under a 
wide range of situations, these relationships are more 
economically efficient. However, we may need to address 
some social and ethical issues in relation to organization 
culture and corporate governance. Free market 
relationships have sometimes been used in an attempt 
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to evade corporate responsibility and public liability – for 
example, blaming accidents on rogue subcontractors.

Loose Coupling between Business, Application and Technology

An important aspect of the Crisis of Adaptability is 
the fact that business change, application change 
and technology change typically operate on different 
timescales. If we assume that the response to business 
change is always going to be application change, and 
that this will often in turn necessitate technology change, 
then application and technology change are obstacles to 
business change.

But what if these layers can be decoupled? It makes it 
very much easier to deliver the on-demand business 
if the business level response doesn’t have to wait for 
human intervention at the application or technology 
level. One of the most important features of SOA is that 
it enables just this. With suitably powerful and flexible 
service interfaces, the business should be capable 
of an on-demand response. The applications may be 
creaking underneath the wrapping, and some serious 
maintenance may be required at the application level 
to restore important system characteristics such as 
efficiency and robustness. But the important thing is 
that the business may be able to go ahead without 
waiting for this maintenance to be complete, subject to 
an appropriate risk assessment.

IT managers may well worry – if the business can go 
ahead without properly reengineering the systems, 

then there may be little incentive to get the necessary 
maintenance done later. IT managers often rely on 
tight coupling between business requirements and 
technical infrastructure as a way of forcing investment 
in infrastructure. But this tight coupling, while it may 
provide some tactical advantages for IT management, 
generates significant strategic limitations in terms of the 
on-demand business.

So who is standing in the way of SOA and the on-demand 
business? Surely not the IT manager?

Loose Coupling and Hard Wiring

While many people in the industry are enthusing about 
loose coupling, many Web Service based solutions will 
still end up as hard-wired connections between specific 
implementations. At the CBDi Forum, we have always 
insisted that it is not the use of technology that is key; it 
is the use of structured approaches that can be adopted 
which ensure key architectural policies and patterns are 
implemented that enable ongoing adaptability. 

But there is an apparent paradox here. How can we have 
loose coupling and hard-wiring at the same time? The 
answer comes as soon as we recognize that coupling is 
multidimensional or multilayered. My head is connected 
(coupled) to the rest of my body in several different ways. 
Even if I could introduce some technology to decouple 
the nervous system, that doesn’t allow me to remove my 
head.

Figure 2: Decoupling the Layers

Component Based Service  continued . . .
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(In the Harry Potter books, there is a ghost called Nearly 
Headless Nick – played in the films by John Cleese 
– whose head has been incompletely severed from his 
body. This means he cannot join the Headless Hunt – a 
ghost club that is only open to people whose head has 
been properly cut off.)

With Web Services, SOAP simply removes one set of the 
hard-wired connections. Other forms of coupling remain 
(Table 1 overleaf).

Semantic Integration

One of the issues facing SOA is the 
diversity of semantic models. There 
are two approaches to reconciling 
semantic differences. The tight 
coupling approach is to consolidate 
the models into a single consistent 
one, and this allows distributed data 
sources to be linked together into a 
single virtual data source. In contrast, 
the loose coupling approach involves 
rule-based exchanges of data and 
documents across multiple semantic 
domains. 

In addition XML Schemas help 
as tools make it easy to map the fields to each other. 
However, even if there are different schemas, you still 
need some shared ontology/taxonomy. Otherwise there 
is no basis for the rules other than going into some 
agreement between participants, which then introduces 
a different kind of tight coupling.

Balanced Coupling

The goal is to achieve the right balance/combination 
of tight coupling and loose coupling in business 

organizations and processes. Organizations may suffer 
both from excessive fragmentation and from insufficient 
articulation.

Fragmentation may have several causes. Merger & 
acquisition activity almost always leaves the resulting 
organization in a temporary state of fragmentation, 
and it may take years before the bits come together. 
Some organizations are fragmented for political reasons 
– such as the UK railways or the UK NHS. Many inter-

organizational business processes 
lack coherence – hence the 
attention now being focused on the 
supply chain in various industries. 
Fragmentation can then be a 
root cause or amplifier of various 
business symptoms, including poor 
quality and customer service, brand 
problems, excessive costs and risks. 
Alternatively, managers may want to 
deal with fragmentation proactively, 
in order to create strategic capacity 
(e.g. for new ventures or further 
M&A).

Insufficient articulation is found 
in large monolithic organizations, 

including monopolies or ex-monopolies (such as telcos 
and utilities). In some industries, the impetus for change 
comes from the industry regulator – for example forcing a 
large company to make an internal service available to its 
competitors. Alternatively, the organization itself wants to 
expose its components to direct competition, in order to 
become more competitive and flexible overall. In some 
cases, this can eventually lead to a demerger of the 
organization, releasing value for shareholders, customers 
and key employees. And if you don’t go down this road, 
entrepreneurs with a better appreciation of the structure 

Figure 3: Progressive decoupling of legacy systems

Development productivity is 
no longer the number one 

concern of IT management, 
it has been overtaken by the 

crisis of adaptability. The 
model airplane approach to 
CBD simply does not deal 

with this new crisis.
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Aspect Coupling / Dependency

Business /Commercial

Cost Coupling
The pricing model discourages dynamic recoupling (service 
promiscuity)

Hidden Agenda
The service provider has a hidden agenda to create covert links 
between different products and services.

Asset Specificity

Referencing a specific asset. This may sometimes be to suit the 
commercial agenda of the provider. (Example: airline tickets are not 
transferable. This is supposedly for security reasons, but its main 
effect is to clamp down on a secondary market in unused tickets.)

Organizational

Trust Coupling
We assume we are only dealing with entities that are known and 
trusted

User Familiarity User knowledge and skills are tied to a particular service.

Information

Semantic Coupling
We assume a common data model at both ends
Use defacto or industry standard semantics.

IPR coupling One party demands special protection for its information assets.

Process

Workflow Coupling We assume a common process or workflow

Collaboration 
Dependency

Mandatory dependencies on other components and services by the 
consumer. For example, a Flight Reservation service forces you to 
use a specific Car Reservation service

QoS coupling

The quality of service varies with the identity of some other object. 
(For example, a printer that degrades print quality when it detects a 
third party print cartridge.) This may represents a covert coupling, 
introduced by the service provider 

Context Dependency
Assumes a particular context of use.
The offered business service is designed in such a manner that many 
consumers can use it, potentially in many different circumstances.

Synchronicity / 
Application Control
Transactional Coupling

RPC calls or synchronous links
Use messages or document-style interactions.

Component Based Service  continued . . .
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of demand – perhaps including ex-managers from your 
own organization – will steal your best customers and 
best employees.

This also implies loads of opportunities for new entrants, 
generating a range of threats for the existing players.

Active Decoupling

SOA is sometimes presented as a soft option for 
legacy systems. All you need to do is wrap some 
service interfaces around the existing functionality, and 
you can reuse this functionality in new applications. 
Similar arguments apply to large ERP packages, which 
nowadays typically offer a range of service entry points 
into an integrated suite of applications.

But as Lawrence Wilkes explains in his report this 
month [SOA – Save Our Assets], while this is often a 
useful tactical step in transitioning to SOA, this does not 
take you all the way, and delivers only a subset of the 
benefits of SOA. And you can add all the web services 
you want to your favorite ERP package, but does this 

make an organization any more flexible in its use of web 
services?

Dealing with legacy systems is like one of those word 
games, where you have to get from SOUP to SOAP by 
changing one letter at a time. 

Development Process
A top-down design process such as RUP starts by 
articulating business requirements in terms of the desired 
functionality from the user perspective (Use Cases), 
and drives these down to the specification of a set of 
components. In this process, the designer is focused on 
satisfying the business requirements as fully and efficiently 
as possible, and there may be no special attention paid 
to achieving loose coupling. Some of the better-known 
patterns (e.g. Gang of Four) may provide some degree of 
decoupling, but in the context of a top-down process the 
use of patterns is typically ad hoc and unsystematic.

In contrast, a bottom-up process focuses on integration 
of legacy assets. There may be an element of reverse 

Aspect Coupling / Dependency

Implementation

Version Specificity
Expects all instances of an object to be using the same version.
Upgrade policy is an integral part of the component or service design 
and contract.

Implementation 
Dependency

Relies on the presence of other components or services.
Dependencies on other components or services are minimized.

Implementation 
Specificity

Web Services that are a direct reflection of an existing interface 
may not be sufficiently abstracted away from the implementation to 
provide any real notion of “loose coupling”. The service consumer 
may still require high level of understanding of the implementation in 
order to correctly use the service.
Interfaces should be designed to reflect the usage context and 
should be abstracted away from any requirement to understand 
implementation details.

Device
Hardware / Platform 
Specificity

Assumes a particular hardware configuration. Other configurations 
either don’t work at all, or only at greatly reduced performance.

Management
System Control / 
Feedback

Management control depends on a closed feedback loop.

Table 1: The Many Aspects of Coupling and Dependency
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engineering: (1) inferring data, process, object and rule 
models from the existing software and data occurrences, 
then (2) abstracting, clustering, consolidating and cross-
mapping these models, before (3) adding new services 
and interfaces, and finally (4) reassembling and testing 
the applications.

It follows that the development process for Components 
and SOA needs to be more than either top-down or 
bottom-up. We have talked about the development 
process before, and this a topic we shall need to return 
to.

Systems and Services

The New Architectures

By convention the industry recognizes several forms 
of IT architecture. For example the widely used 
TOGAF Architecture Framework from the Open 
Group2 recommends Business, Information Systems 
(comprising Data and Applications) and Technical 
Architectures. In various CBDI reports we have 
introduced the concept of a Service Architecture – a 
bridge between the Business and Information Systems 
Architecture, that allows an enterprise to manage 
the service view as an equal first order construct for 
business and IT. 

Figure 4: Limitations of Design Approaches

2 2 TOGAF – The Open Group Architectural Framework http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/

Component Based Service  continued . . .
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However it is equally important to manage the component 
perspective. Again in several CBDI reports we have 
referred to an aspect of the Application Architecture as 
the Component Architecture, a loose reference to the 
requirement to architect components. Strangely this 
view is missing from TOGAF, and we suspect this mirrors 
general practice that continues to derive components as 
physical packaging artifacts. 

Given the preceding discourse, it would seem we require 
architectural and design techniques that allow us to plan 
and manage the more refined view of interdependency 
and coupling. Using the various aspects introduced 
in Table 1, we need techniques that allow us to 
systematically analyze the coupling and dependencies 
as shown in Figure 5. 

Summary
When we look back at the early promise of software 
components, it is certainly possible to feel some 
disappointment. Today components are delivering 
better structured applications, but there is less sharing or 

reuse than we might have hoped. Software componentry 
remains a largely technical topic, with little apparent 
relevance to business management. 

Meanwhile, Web Services may seem to offer an easy way 
of solving some problems without changing very much. 
But without BOTH a good Services AND Component 
architecture, the hoped-for flexibility and agility isn’t 
going to appear just by magic. Real multidimensional 
loose coupling (of components and services) is the key 
to agility, and this loose coupling is the driver for various 
design decisions. This has to be an explicit part of the 
CBD/SOA process.

Thus when SOA and components are combined, with the 
principle of loose coupling applied at every level, new 
potential emerges – not just for managing information 
systems, but for managing the service-based business. 
These are complementary technologies, whose combined 
impact has serious business implications. Our challenge, 
as always, is to articulate the technological choices 
clearly in business terms, so that business stakeholders 
can properly manage the on-demand business.

Figure 5: Requirement Areas for Analysis Techniques
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Implementing WS-
Security Using 
Application Servers

The application server vendors are starting to release versions 
of their servers that support secured web services. These 
initial releases have uncovered some interoperability issues and 
limitations that need to be understood before planning an enterprise 
adoption of WS-Security (WS-sec). PKI infrastructure has been a 
part of enterprise IT for decades but Web Services will make more 
demands on the security infrastructure due in part to the stateless 
nature of the SOAP exchanges and the need to secure messages 
before making connections to servers. 

In this report we look closely at the choices facing anyone 
planning a secure service rollout. Should you rely on SSL and 
secure the transport layer or concentrate on the SOAP messages 
themselves? Once you make your choice, what are the options for 
authentication and authorization? We look at role-based security, 
easy for LAN-based users, but can it be made to work for remote 
service consumers?

Interoperability is a big issue for many planners looking at 
this technology and we discuss some of our initial findings for 
three market leading application servers with WS-Security 
implementations, BEA, IBM and Microsoft. 

By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction
There are two basic approaches to securing a service. Secure the transport or 
secure the SOAP message. It is often said about the transport level security 
that it is simple to implement because HTTPS servers are already part of 
company e-Commerce. What this fails to recognize however is the impact 
this makes on building a service client when that client is not a browser. 
SOAP message security on the other hand has an impact at both service 

Best Practice Report
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consumer and provider since some extra processing of 
the SOAP messages has to be done at both ends of the 
conversation. To build up a complete understanding of all 
the issues we are going back to basics to look at exactly 
what we should be looking for from our application 
servers.

Back to Basics

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

PKI is used to sign and encrypt messages and all this 
happens transparently whenever your browser hits a 
page on a secure web server. Easy when IE or Netscape 
is doing all the work for you; most people are not even 
aware of the trusted certificates held on their PC. A 
recent straw poll of a dozen Open University students 
on the post graduate e-Commerce course found no one 
who even knew how to view their trusted certificate store 
– despite having studied and written about PKI. So we 
start there, using Windows XP Professional this is what 
we found.

Run the management console – ‘mmc.exe’ from the Start 
menu Run option

Use the File menu, Add/Remove Snap in to add 
‘Certificates’

Select ‘My user account’ to look at your personal 
certificate store, but note the other two options ‘Service 
account’ and ‘Computer account’ you may need these 
stores later when you implement some secure services

Now return to the mmc tree and open the folder for 
Trusted Root certificates and you will see just how many 
authorities Microsoft has deemed that you trust!

 What this list means is that if my browser encounters a 
server whose public key is signed by ‘Baltimore EZ by 
DST’ it decides on my behalf to trust it and I happily key 
in my Credit Card details, etc. etc.

The certificates in your Trusted Root store serve no 
purpose other than to allow your browser to decode 
the public keys supplied by public servers. The server 
sends you their signed key and if it checks out with the 
Trusted Root store you can be confident that they paid 
their money to ‘Baltimore EZ by DST’ and were checked 
out in some way. Well how much trust do you need 
exactly? Once you have verified that you trust the server, 

an encryption key in their certificate is used to encrypt all 
the traffic you send them, i.e. your CC number. A more 
detailed study of SSL will show that once the handshake 
is complete a symmetric key is used to ensure privacy.

But this is all fine for e-commerce. For Web Services we 
need much more. For a service to trust a service client, 
that client needs a signing key. This is a key held privately 
by the client with which to encrypt the message digest of 
the SOAP. How do I generate a signing key? Here’s some 
of the routes we used in testing WS-sec:

• Install Microsoft Certificate Server and create 
user keys.

• Download MakeCert.EXE from Microsoft MSDN 
(part of the Internet SDK).

• Download the free OpenSSL product source 
and compile it for your platform.

• Use the Java JDK Keytool.exe utility.

Of the free of charge offerings options 2,3,4, OpenSSL 
provides the most control over the X509 options and 
allows you to specify test certificates which include a 
‘Subject ID’ which we found in the past was important 
because some implementations use it to map credentials 
to roles (more on that later). The downside of OpenSSL is 
that you have to compile the source yourself. 

KeyTool is the ‘standard’ Java utility and this can be used 
to generate test certificates. To give you a flavour of what 
is involved, here is the command line for KeyTool.

Keytool –genkey –dname “cn=Jo Pass” –alias 

Jo –keypass cbdi01 –keystore C:\MyStore 

–storepass cbdi01 –validity 180

This places a pair of keys in your Java-compatible store 
file. In the BEA and IBM implementations of WS-Security 
the security policy ‘points’ at a certificate store of your 
choosing and the natural approach would be to package 
up all your Web Services certificates and keys into a Web 
Services store separate from those supplied by Java. 
Incidentally the Java trusted certificates store is called 
‘cacerts’ and we listed its contents using Keytool and 
found 15 authorities (the password is ‘changeit’).

The key generation process is much the same with 
Microsoft’s tools, but the advantages of ‘owning’ the 
desktop platform means that when you create a key 
pair Microsoft have standards as to where it gets stored. 
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For the Java platform we soon found we had lots of 
certificate stores dotted all over our hard disk, some for 
Java, BEA WebLogic, IBM WebSphere etc. Managing the 
PKI infrastructure will be an important task once WS-
Security becomes adopted.

Transport and Message Security Models
Transport security in this context means HTTPS which 
must be considered the more mature of the two options – 
the alternative being message security. Transport security 
only applies to the hop between service consumer and 
the first web server. If the message 
is routed or cached after hitting the 
first network node it will be in the 
clear and the credentials unavailable 
to the service endpoint. HTTPS in 
the context of Web Services usually 
means that the client has to present 
credentials in the service request. 
This immediately places demands 
on your PKI infrastructure because 
clients now need private keys to sign 
their requests. The client code also 
needs to be modified to add those 
credentials to the HTTPS requests, which requires new 
client libraries, or a container that implements the SSL 
adapter. For .NET for example the extra code is very 
simple:

MyService proxy=new MyService (); //Create 
my service proxy
ICredentials mycred = new NetworkCredential 
(“Jo”,”password”,”mydomain”);
Proxy.Credentials=mycred; // Set up my 
credentials for SSL
MyService.PreAuthenticate=true; //Don’t wait 
for a 401 error!
myResult=MyService.DoIt(); //Call me service

Ideally we would like to see a client proxy that could be 
configured via a Policy file but in the main declarative 
policies are supported only for message level security. 

The secured message model has the great advantage that 
the credentials and encryption flow all the way from caller 
to provider. The SOAP can now be routed and re-directed 
without loss of integrity or privacy. The details of the 
transport are not important. The application servers we 
have reviewed are all moving towards a policy based WS-
Security implementation. The thrust is to keep the security 

policy separate from the implementation code and in 
general there should not be any necessity to write extra 
code for the service implementation. On the client, it very 
much depends on the container you run in as to whether 
you declare the security in a policy or write code to add 
credentials and encrypt. The Java runtime doesn’t know 
about policies but IBM and BEA will provide your clients 
with a runtime container which allows you to declare the 
security requirements of the service call. This usually 
involves providing all your clients with a cut down AXIS 
server into which the SOAP handlers are plugged. .NET 
clients can install the WSE libraries and use policies.

A final point we should make is that 
platform interoperability of secured 
SOAP messages is currently 
very poor. The WS-Security 
specification is not a standard, WS-
I profiles are work in progress and 
implementations are still not working 
cross-platform, but we fully expect it 
to be ironed out.

Table 1 summarizes the important 
aspects of the transport vs. message 
choice.

Policies, Standards and Gotchas

Here’s a list of some of the lose ends which have emerged 
in our investigations into WS-Security:-

1. Everyone has his or her own ideas of what a 
security policy file should look like.

2. There is no official way to associate a policy 
with a WSDL file, therefore your client code 
developer may have to dig around to discover 
what the security requirements are.

3. BEA embed their policy into the WSDL, but 
a .NET client would not understand it. .NET 
references xmlsoap.org schemas for its policy 
file and these schemas are joint copyright of 
IBM, MSFT, BEA and SAP so we can infer some 
future convergence here.

4. Policy files often contain passwords to 
certificate stores, which should be encrypted. 
WebLogic allows these to be encrypted such 
that only the server can decipher them.

The new message level 
security options greatly 

increase flexibility and open 
up a whole range of options, 
some of which will work and 

others which will not.

Implementing WS-Security continued . . .
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Access Authorization and Roles
Assuming now that we opt for some sort of certificate-
based security for our services, the next issue is how you 
authorize access to services. Services used by large and 
variable client communities may be difficult to administer 
if certificates and username/passwords are continually 
changing. You may need to create services to allow 
users to request passwords by email, etc.

One can conceive of many authorization schemes, Table 
2 (overleaf) is our list:

Role-based Policies
In the ideal world we would like to control access to 
services based on a user role stored in Active Directory or 
other LDAP compatible directory. A typical authentication 
provider presents the credentials embedded in the 
SOAP and uses them to access the user record in the 
directory.

The default authentication providers supplied by BEA 
and Microsoft .NET WSE, use a simple login using a 
Username/Password token to authenticate the user. 
X509 certificates can be required but these are checked 
against trusted stores and do not cause a Login to 
the domain. A policy file sets out the types of tokens 
acceptable to the service and tells the handler where to 
look for the trusted certificates. 

When a certificate alone is presented to a server (no 
username token) there is some ambiguity in how the 
certificate should map to a user and role. The fully 
distinguished name on the certificate typically contains 
many parts, for example “CN=Jo, O=CBDI, DC=Europe, 
E=Jo@CBDI.COM”. Somewhere in the system there has 
be a rule for matching up the certificate with the user 
identity (i.e. the LDAP directory principal); this could be 
for example an XML mapping table of X509 signatures, 
user names and roles, for example:

<Certificates>
<CertificateID Hash=”f4 08 ca a9 4e 

etc”>
<Roles>

  <Role>Manager</Role>
  <Role>ServiceUser</Role>

</Roles>
</Certificates>

To make the connection between certificate and role 
on .NET using WSE TP you have to write and register 
a custom security token manager; this manager then 
checks the fingerprint of the certificate and completes 
the Windows principal (identity) for the SOAP context.

If you look into the SSL setup for WebLogic you will 
find that the Identity Asserter allows you to specify how 
the Distinguished Name on a certificate is mapped to 
a Username in the directory. A match can be made 

Message Transport

Immature, standards not ratified Established part of HTTPS

Policy driven but client may need coding Client code changes, server in configuration files

End-to-end Client to first server

Encryption end to end SOAP may be cached or routed in the clear

Credentials available to endpoint Credentials stop at first server

Can be routed Routing loses security

Poor interop. at present time but getting better by the week Good interop

Table 1: Transport vs Message Security
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on the email address, E, or name CN etc. This level 
of control means that a user can move location and 
still be authenticated. According to the WebLogic 
documentation, the default identity asserter should 
also work for message level SOAP security which is 
a significant step further than Microsoft’s WSE (we 
will publish our tests on WebLogic in a forthcoming 
report). 

Other Credentials

So far we have discussed only X509 certificates and keys 
and most of the early server implementations support 
only these token types. WS-Security supports other 
tokens including Kerberos and SAML and Microsoft 

have implemented Kerberos support in their technical 
preview. 

Kerberos and SAML offer a solution to the authentication 
of users which gets round some of the certificate 
management issues. Passport is used by many servers 
now to provide a single sign-on facility and this provides 
to users both the convenience of remembering one set of 
credentials and also the safety of not leaving credentials on 
multiple servers. With passport and Kerberos the service 
provider never sees the user’s credentials, only the token 
that is issued by the Passport/Kerberos Distribution Centre. 
Microsoft’s WSE supports Kerberos tokens in addition to 
X509; not surprising when you consider that Passport is to 
become a Kerberos Distribution Centre. Here is an example 

Scheme Advantage Disadvantage

Allow all certificates signed by a trusted 
Certificate Authority

Very little work to do other than managing 
the ‘trusted’ store. This is effectively how 
browser based SSL works by default. For 
a service used by trusted partners this 
would be the obvious choice.

You have very little granularity of control over 
who you let in.

Specify a Certificate Store: 
All incoming SOAP or transport secured 
requests must be accompanied by a 
certificate which matches key for key with 
one in the store.

Complete control over your access list 
albeit through a separate key store.

You have a new administration task to 
maintain the store. Do you search on 
username and then match the keys, or 
search for key values or Subject ID?

Use a role based policy: 
This involves grouping users into roles 
and using the presented certificate to first 
identify the user and then check the roles 
that user has against the policy.

For users that are already part of your 
directory, you return control to your main 
directory service

Certificates presented must be matched with 
credentials in the directory. Do you search 
on username and then match the keys, or 
search for key values? Rules for matching 
up X509 with principals may not be clear cut 
and without a password you can’t access the 
user account. For message security there 
may not be an implementation on your server.

D.I.Y: 
Write your own code to authorize each set 
of credentials using your own rules.

Total control using any authorization 
scheme including custom certificate 
attributes and headers

More code to maintain and complex 
collaboration rules.

Any combination of the above

Table 2: Candidate Authorization Schemes

Implementing WS-Security continued . . .
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of the part of the WS-Policy document which specifies that 
a service request must be accompanied by a Kerberos 
ticket issued by KDC.AcmeKDC.COM 

<WS-sec:TokenInfo>
<SecurityToken xmlns=”http://

schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/secext”>
  <WS-sec:TokenType>WS-sec:
Kerberosv5ST</WS-sec:TokenType>
  <WS-sec:TokenIssuer>IBM</WS-
sec:TokenIssuer>
  <WS-sec:Claims>
  <wse:Role 
value=”Administrator” xmlns:wse=”http:
//schemas.microsoft.com/wse/2003/06/
Policy” />

</WS-sec:Claims>
</SecurityToken>

</WS-sec:TokenInfo>

In the example above, the Kerberos token is associated 
with a claim that the service consumer is a member of 
the Administrator role. The .NET service attempts to log 
on to Windows with the Kerberos ticket and the claim 
that the user is an ‘Administrator’ is tested.

Security Assertion Markup Language, SAML is an XML 
standard for propagating authentication information. An 
employee of one company may be authenticated using a 
biometric for example. SAML provides a mechanism for 
that authentication to be conveyed to another company 
in a way that effectively exports trust across boundaries. 
As a very flexible and extensible standard it can be put to 
a wide range of uses beyond simple authentication, for 
example to authorize a transaction to a certain maximum 
amount. WS-Security allows SAML to be used as a 
credential in the SOAP header in just the same way as 
X509 and Kerberos. We have seen implementations of this 
in ISV Web Service management products but nothing 
from BEA, IBM and Microsoft. As so few corporations 
use SAML in their security infrastructure it remains an 
interesting but rarely used option in WS-sec.

Setting Up Interoperability Testing

This report clearly makes the point that the 
implementation of WS-sec in an application server is 
full of issues which have nothing to do with whether 
the SOAP conforms to the proposed standard. 
When both ends of the conversation are built on the 

Figure 1: Typical Authentication Process
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same platform, sharing the same PKI infrastructure, 
everything seems very straightforward. Move one 
of the servers to a different platform and things get 
interesting (or do we mean challenging). Before you 
can send a signed and encrypted SOAP payload you 
must have access to a private signing key and the 
server’s public encryption key. Similarly, the server 
must be in possession of the authentication rule and 
a repository of client certificates. Figure 2 shows the 
basic use of the two keys to make a simple service 
call.

If the diagram looks too complicated remember that for 
SSL, things are made much simpler because an initial 
handshake with the server occurs over ordinary HTTP 
and this gives the server the opportunity to hand over 
the public key and start the flow of secured information 
over SSL. In the B2C situation users identify themselves 
through name and password entered via a secure Form; 
none of this is possible using SOAP calls – all the keys 
have to be in place, which means you have to put them 
where they are needed.
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Figure 2: Setting Up PKI for SOAP Signing and Encryption

Implementing WS-Security continued . . .
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The Decision Making Framework
We have identified a significant number of factors that 
would influence your choice of SOAP security options. 
The above table is not meant as a set of definitive 
answers but as a decision making framework. You can 
take it as a starting point and overlay your particular 
platform attributes and requirements.

Conclusions
Web Services have the great advantage of being built on 
top of established e-commerce infrastructure and this 
potentially smoothes the implementation path. However 
the new message level security options greatly increases 
flexibility and opens up a whole range of options, some 

of which will work and others which will not. Anyone 
planning a major roll out of services should be thinking 
about the issues we have raised in this report. If you are 
choosing an application server platform it would be well 
to understand exactly how far the vendor has got with 
WS-Security and cross-platform testing. Interoperability 
for secured SOAP messages is limited in the currently 
shipping application servers but betas and pre-release 
versions seem to be ironing out these glitches. However 
while you are waiting for the interoperability issues to be 
fixed through WS-I profiles and platform improvements, 
and perhaps like us undertaking platform tests, we 
are recommending a careful consideration of these 
implementation issues will be time well spent.

Factor Transport / message Message Token Comment

HTTPS Message X509 Username 
password

Intranet users √ √ Check interoperability of WS-sec username 
tokens

Intranet users, highly 
sensitive transactional 
service, financial etc

√ √ √ Control over client platform essential

Public extranet –information 
only service, many users

√ √ Simple name/pw token. User name used for 
logging only

Public extranet – many users 
but need credentials and 
encryption

√ √ √ Username tokens over SSL are a good 
compromise

Extranet, high value service, 
few users, non-repudiation 
required

√ √ √ Use own certification authority to issue 
certificates. SOAP encryption one or both ways.

Extranet B2B requiring 
interoperability and immediate 
deployment

√ Keep it simple where dealing with partner 
organizations.
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